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JOIN US ON OCTOBER 24TH FOR OUR SECOND ANNUAL DESIGN EVENT!
It’s Fall! It’s a great time to start planning and budgeting
your next big outdoor dreamscape. Whether it’s a pool, a
hot tub, an outdoor kitchen, a new walkway, or driveway,
we all know this takes time, eﬀort, and money. It’s time to
start planning and booking to ensure your backyard oasis
is ready for some Rosé all day.
We are excited to be hosting our second annual Design
Event, and this one couldn’t come at a better time. This
year we have Mike and Ashley from Outdoor Lifestyles.
Check them out on Instagram @outdoorlifestyles or visit
their website outdoorlifestyles.ca. Their work is secondto-none. They have over 20 years of experience with 15
skilled professionals and nearly 1,000 completed jobs.
They specialize in customized design and installation of
landscaping, construction, and maintenance. They are our
go to landscape design and pool company, and we can’t
wait for you to meet them!
Here’s a quick bio to introduce you:
Being a family business from the start, Mike Chlebo,
principal and owner, started working with the company in
1997. Involved in all aspects of the business, starting from
the initial build or design, to the ﬁnished masterpiece,
Mike knows how to successfully deliver a seamless and

top-quality project to his clients. It’s his passion for the
outdoors, as well as building new relationships that
drives his dedication for producing the utmost quality for
every one of Outdoor Lifestyle’s clients. Teamed up with
his wife Ashley, they are a dynamic pair! They’re a part of
Landscape Ontario so you can be sure you are getting
quality and professionalism.
Send in pictures of your front or back yard scapes by
October 14th so Mike and Ashley can pick one or two
canvases. They will create an inspiring design that can
be put into production. They will show digital renderings
and create an approximate budget breakdown. They will
also be showing us the latest trends, common mistakes to
avoid, how to get started, plan your project, and examples
of their work which I’m sure will include some great stories
along the way.
Please come out and join us at our oﬃce located at
2180 Itabashi Way #4A in Burlington for this exciting
presentation on Thursday, October 24th at 7 pm.
Email your photos to jade@deborahbrown.ca
We look forward to seeing you there!
Deborah Brown,
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2019 MARKET CONTINUES ITS STRONG RECOVERY IN AUGUST
MILTON
Resale Home Sales

MARKET HIGHLIGHTS
• August sales volume was up by 22.1% versus last year, bringing
year-to-date growth to a whopping 21.2%
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• Despite exceptional growth in 2019, the market is not yet back to
its record levels of 2016 and the first quarter of 2017
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• Continued weak inventory (-39.2% versus last year) should propel
increased price growth in the near term
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BIMONTHLY OLIVEIRA

• August average selling price up by 0.8% versus last year; year-todate price growth stands at 5.4%
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FEATURED PROPERTIES

FOR MORE DETAILED MILTON STATISTICS: DEBORAHSELLSMILTON.INFO

FOR MORE DETAILED BURLINGTON STATISTICS: DEBORAHSELLSBURLINGTON.COM

EXQUISITE NEW BUILD

CHARACTER, CHARM AND LUXURY

3 - STOREY TOWN

TRENDY KERR VILLAGE

530 EMERALD STREET - $2,299,000

559 HURD AVENUE - $1,799,900

3-257 PARKSIDE DRIVE – $609,900

303-459 KERR STREET – $389,900

Extraordinary custom design in downtown
Burlington! Towering trees, pool-sized
backyard, top-of-the-line stainless-steel
appliances and magnificent designer
features that will delight the most
sophisticated.

Prime positioning in the heart of the
downtown core. This 4 bedroom,
3 bathroom home is complete with
stunning wine tasting cellar, and resortstyle backyard with an outdoor kitchen,
and heated inground pool!

Turnkey and renovated in the heart of
Waterdown. This 2 bedroom, 3 bathroom
unit has over 1,700 sq. ft. of living space
and is steps to all amenities, parks, and
trendy dining!

Low rise, boutique inspired 1 bedroom,
1 bathroom condo offers sleek neutral
decor with an open-concept floor plan,
9-foot ceilings, and warm, newer
laminates.
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HOUSE
SMART

EVERYTHING
YOU NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT
ACCESSIBLE
HOUSING

These days it takes more than granite countertops, open concept
kitchens, and modern appliances to impress homebuyers. With an aging
baby-boomer population and a growing number of individuals who are
disabled, more and more Canadians are seeking accessible housing.
They want homes with accessible design elements such as wheelchair
ramps, pocket doors, wide hallways, large barrier-free showers, floors
free of level differences, wheelchair stair lifts, and roll-under sinks.
According to the 2017 Canadian Survey on Disability, an estimated
one in five Canadians (or 6.2 million) who were 15 or older had one
or more disabilities that limited them in their daily activities. With an
aging population, it’s projected that this number will rise over the
next several years.
However, as it currently stands, the majority of homes aren’t built with
accessibility in mind. Certain barriers can make a house unliveable,
like steps leading up to the front door, carpeting that makes it difficult
to move around, and doorways that just aren’t wide enough. In fact,
aging homeowners find they have to spend money on accessibility
modifications in order to make their home more liveable—or they have
to move out altogether.

CONDO
CORNER

What the future of condo
elevators could look like

What makes a house accessible?
Mobility needs vary among individuals. What is considered accessible
to one person may be an impediment to another person. Jeffrey Kerr,
author of Barrier Free Real Estate: Achieving Freedom at Home, offers
one of the best definitions of a barrier-free, accessible home. It is a
house or condo “where anyone with a mobility challenge—for example
a child in a wheelchair; an adult with vision problems, or a senior with
a walker—can live comfortably and safely” without their movements
being restricted by the home’s layout or design.
Why is demand for accessible housing growing?

Whether you love them or hate them, elevators are a necessary part of
condo living. As buildings get taller and taller, elevator manufacturers
have been forced to innovate to keep up with modern-day needs.
In 1857, Otis Elevator invented the first passenger elevator in a five-storey
building in New York City. This innovation ultimately paved the way for the
rise - literally - of skyscrapers across the world and changed the face of
urban landscapes forever.

There are a variety of factors that contribute to Canada’s growing
need for accessible housing. Namely, we have an aging baby boomer
population combined with a short supply of assisted living facilities
and retirement homes and an even shorter supply of housing that
meets people’s needs. As demographics evolve, so do consumer
needs, which means there is currently a large market out there for
accessible housing.

Despite the fact that elevators can now take us as high as 163 storeys (in
the Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest building), the technology hasn’t evolved
much since they were first invented. Today’s elevators are still heavily
dependent on the original system of cables and pulleys, leaving the door
wide open for major innovations. Here’s how elevator manufacturers have
been thinking outside the box.

What are some examples of accessibility modifications?

Elevators that go sideways

There are changes that can make a home more accessible, such as new
bathrooms that feature grab bars, roll-in showers, and handheld shower
faucets; lower kitchen countertops; under-sink clearance; additional
turnaround space for wheelchairs; chair glides for easy access up and
down the stairs; door knobs with lever handles; and driveways that are
smooth and unobstructed.

ThyssenKrupp is currently working on a ropeless, magnetic elevator called
the Multi that uses motors on tracks instead of cables and pulleys. The
tracks can rotate, which makes this design a game-changer as it will allow
passengers to travel side to side, diagonally, as well as up and down, both
inside and outside of a building. Multi can also accommodate multiple cars
in the same elevator shaft with algorithms ensuring cars never collide or
get in the way of each other. This saves on real estate space, energy, and
reduces wait times during rush hour traffic. This system is undergoing tests
in Rottweil, Germany, and it’s expected that it will receive certification for
Canada as early as mid-2022.

Even if you don’t need these accessibility features, making some of these
modifications to your home may be a great investment opportunity
if you decide to sell in the future. It opens up your pool of potential
buyers to include populations that need accessible housing, which is
only going to grow over the years.
How does one look for accessible housing?
Work with a real estate agent to find a home that will suit your needs.
Let your agent know what mobility features you are looking for and
look for listings that seem like they might fit the bill. Visit the homes in
person and pay attention to any issues when it comes to maneuvering
the space. Keep an open mind, as there may be ways to modify the
house so that it is more suitable to your needs.

Elevators that go up really, really fast
In 2016, Mitsubishi Electric set a record with the NexWay system, which
can travel as fast as 73.8 kilometres per hour. To compare, the high-speed
elevators in the CN Tower only goes 22 kilometres per hour. The NexWay
elevators were installed in the Shanghai Tower, garnering multiple Guinness
World Records for being the world’s fastest elevator, the tallest elevator in a
building, and the fastest double-deck elevator. It takes only a minute to go
from the basement level to the observation deck on the 121st floor. Plus,
thanks to the vibration resistance technology and the pressurized cabin,

passengers don’t have to worry about their ears popping.
Elevators with no buttons
Imagine entering an elevator only to find there are absolutely no buttons
to press. It’s not a mistake; instead it’s an efficient way to get multiple
passengers where they need to go faster. Instead of stepping inside the
elevator and pressing a button, you must select which floor you want to go
to before you enter the elevator. There is a touch-screen panel where you
select which floor you want to go to, then it assigns you a letter, to which
you must head towards the lettered elevator indicated on the panel. You
board the elevator and it automatically takes you to the floor you requested.
This system may be confusing for first-timers, but it’s incredibly efficient
because it analyzes which car is closest to you, which direction it’s going,
how many people are waiting on what floors, and gathers all this information
to ensure that you get in a car as fast as possible with the least amount of
stops on the way. This destination dispatch system has rolled out across
modern office buildings in the country, so it won’t be long before they start
appearing in residential condos.

